
9-A Carnivorous Fish Becomes Vegetarian

Cobia is a sleek and powerful fish that devours flesh and doesn’t apologize for it. 
Open its belly and anything might pop out—crab, squid, smaller fish—you name 
it.

Recently, three Baltimore researchers set out to tame this wild and hungry 
fish sometimes called black salmon. They didn’t want to simply domesticate or 
tame it. Hundreds of fish farmers had done that. The researchers wanted to turn one 
of the ocean’s greediest carnivores into a vegetarian. 

They announced last week that they had done that at a laboratory in 
downtown Baltimore. Over the course of four years, they dabbled with mixtures of 
plant-based proteins, fatty acids and a powerful amino-acid-like substance found in 
energy drinks. Finally, they came up with a combination that cobia and another 
popular fish (gilt-head bream) gobbled down.

The conversion of these carnivorous fish to a completely vegetarian diet is a 
first according to the University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science. 
This change is key to breaking a cycle in which the ocean’s stocks of small fish 
like sardines, anchovies and menhaden are plundered by industrial fishing. This 
fishing helps partly to provide fish feed to aquaculture, one of the fastest growing 
industries in the world.  

Changing the cobia from meat eaters to vegetarians could take the pressure 
off menhaden which are bony and oily little fish. They may be the most important 
fish in the sea. Menhaden, caught off Virginia’s coast, feed many, many marine 
animals, including dolphins, swordfish and birds.



1.  Why did researchers want to turn the fish, cobia, into a vegetarian?

a) They wanted to tame or domesticate cobia so they could swim in large aquariums.
b) They wanted to protect many small, but important fish, from being eaten.
c) They thought this would be a challenging experiment with possibilities for humans.
   

2.  If you wanted to catch a wild cobia, one that was not vegetarian, what might you use for  

 bait?

a)  seaweed b)  an apple slice c)  shrimp 

Why? ____________________________________________________________

3.  Based on information in the article, if someone were fishing for a wild cobia, how 
physically easy might it be to hook and land this fish?

a) very easy – an older child could do it without help

b) next to impossible – the fish is too oily and soft

c) difficult – the fish is strong and might put up a fight

                                                                           

4.  Circle the creature that doesn’t fit in the following group?

cobia    crab     swordfish   dolphin menhaden sardine

 

5.  Why are menhaden such important fish?

______________________________________________________________________

6.  Based on information in the article and the photo, which words best describe cobia’s 
appearance?        

                     

a) strong and trim b)  bony and hungry                    c)  greedy and oily



7.  Name at least two marine creatures that would benefit if there are more small fish like 
menhaden in the coastal waters?  

_____________________               ____________________          
  

8.  If stocks of small fish in the ocean are plundered by industrial fishing, do the numbers of 
small fish increase or decrease?   

______________________________      

9. If “anything (crab, squid, smaller fish) might pop out” of cobia’s belly, what might you 
conclude about the jaws of this fish?                                                                                      

___________________________________________________________________ 

10. A carnivorous fish is one that would eat:

a) creatures with flesh

b) plants only, like seaweed or algae

c) animals as well as plants

11. What’s another name for the fish cobia?   

 __________________________________

 


